Nano Heat Pump Based on Reverse Thermo-osmosis Effect
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ABSTRACT: Heat pumps are widely used in domestic applications, agriculture, and industry. Here, we report a novel heat pump based on the reverse thermo-osmosis (RTO) effect in a nanoporous graphene (NPG) membrane. Through classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, we prove that the heat pump can transport mass and heat efficiently. The heat and mass fluxes are increased linearly with the hydraulic pressure provided. Ultrahigh heat fluxes of 6.2 ± 1.0 kW/cm² and coefficient of performance (COP) of 20.2 are obtained with a temperature increment of 5 K and a working pressure of 80 MPa. It is interesting that water molecules on the NPG membrane can evaporate in a cluster state, and the cluster evaporation reduce the vaporization enthalpy of the processes.

Thermal phenomena are ubiquitous, and thermal technology has improved the qualities of our life and production significantly. Around half of global energy is consumed for providing heat, and a tenth of electricity is used by air-conditioners and electric fans for cooling.1 Heat pumps, including air-conditioners, refrigerators, air-source water heaters, and others, can supply heating or cooling energy by transferring heat between heat sources, which are much more efficient and environmentally friendly than getting heat directly from fossil fuels or electricity.2 Vapor-compression heat pumps are the major types applied widely, and they consume power to drive vapor to condense and release heat to high-temperature sources. The performance of a heat pump can be valued by the ratio of the heat movement to the energy consumed. A typical vapor-compression heat pump has a COP of approximately 3–4, greater than other types based on absorption or thermoelectric effect.3,4 However, vapor-compression heat pumps face challenges, including noise level and flexibility.5 Because traditional heating equipment still makes up most market share, it is important to improve the performance and usability of heat pumps to accelerate the substitution process and reduce our reliance on fossil fuel.

While vapor-compression heat pumps are the devices that transfer heat and mass by driven force of power, as shown in Figure 1a, thermo-osmosis is the phenomenon that transfers mass driven due to the temperature difference between heat sources, coupling with heat transfer.7,8 For a thermo-osmosis process in a vapor-gap membrane system, it consists of three physical processes: (1) liquid evaporation in the high-temperature side; (2) vapor transport across the membrane through the porous channel; and (3) vapor condensation in the low-temperature side.9 Thermo-osmosis can generate a large hydraulic pressure difference across a membrane, and it is a promising method to convert thermal energy effectively by utilizing the pressure difference, called thermo-osmotic energy conversion (TOEC).10–12 The ideal power generation efficiency of TOEC can be close to Carnot efficiency if reducing heat loss and temperature polarization, which can be promising to recover low-grade waste heat.9

TOEC can transform thermal energy to pressure difference efficiently. The question lies in whether one can obtain thermal energy efficiently by the reverse process. In this Letter we present a new type of hydraulic heat pump based on the RTO effect in a nanoporous membrane system, as shown in Figure 1b. The heat pump relies on a hydrophobic membrane and a vapor gap to separate two liquid regions. Similar to reverse osmosis, if a hydraulic pressure is used to overcome the thermo-osmotic effect, the working fluid evaporates from the cold side and condenses in the other side, bringing thermal energy to the hot side.13–15

RTO is a process controlled by kinetics and thermodynamic theory.16 As shown in Figure 1c, to study the energy- and mass-transfer performances of RTO, we built and performed classical MD simulations to study the process. We predicted that the system performance mainly depends on its transport capabilities and the working pressure.17–19 As shown in Figure 1d, to keep the system from pore wetting by a large working pressure, an NPG membrane was employed and its pores are hydrogenated to get hydrophobicity, with diameters of
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approximately 0.8 nm. NPG membranes have good mechanical properties with a thickness of approximately 0.35 nm for a single layer and have drawn wide attention for separation and energy conversion. The preparation technologies of large-area NPG membranes are also developing quickly, which lay the foundations for commercial applications. The simulations were built and carried out by the LAMMPS package and visualized by the VMD. The size of the simulation domain is $2.46 \times 2.51 \times 14.0$ nm$^3$, and periodic boundaries were applied in the $x$ and $y$ directions. Vaporization and condensation are the transfer processes combining mass and heat, for the main simulation processes, the temperatures of heat sources were controlled by Langevin method, and the remaining parts were integrated with the NVE method to simulate the heat-transfer process. A modified TIP3P water model was chosen to describe vapor and liquid properties exactly, and the AIREBO potential was employed to simulate the heat conduction in the NPG membrane. More details are in the Supporting Information (SI 1).

The simulations were built and carried out by the LAMMPS package and visualized by the VMD. The size of the simulation domain is $2.46 \times 2.51 \times 14.0$ nm$^3$, and periodic boundaries were applied in the $x$ and $y$ directions. Vaporization and condensation are the transfer processes combining mass and heat, for the main simulation processes, the temperatures of heat sources were controlled by Langevin method, and the remaining parts were integrated with the NVE method to simulate the heat-transfer process. A modified TIP3P water model was chosen to describe vapor and liquid properties exactly, and the AIREBO potential was employed to simulate the heat conduction in the NPG membrane. More details are in the Supporting Information (SI 1).

To get the basic properties of the system, we computed the mass- and heat-transfer process under hydraulic pressures. The hydraulic pressures were varied from 0 to 80 MPa, while a too high pressure might lead to an overflow. The piston temperatures were maintained at 400 K in all cases, and the temperatures of the copper wall in the other side were changed from 395, 400, and 405 K. Each case was carried out for 2 ns and repeated 12 times. Mass fluxes of the system were obtained by counting water molecule changes in the wall side, and heat fluxes were found from the enthalpy change of the wall. As shown in Figure 2, results show that the fluxes are increased linearly with working pressures. The low wall temperature of 395 K promotes the fluxes while the high temperature of 405 K reduces the fluxes. The red circle and black square represent the results carrying out for a long time of 10 ns or employing the TIP4P water model with $T_1 = 400$ K, which are in good agreement with the main cases. The yellow rhombuses represent the results with a 1.52 times larger membrane size, a same pore size, and $T_1 = 400$ K, which have lower fluxes. All fluxes are the total fluxes of the membrane region. The intercepts of the trend lines for $T_1 = 400$ K are set to 0. The bars represent standard errors.
linearly with the work pressure, because the driving forces of mass transfer are the vapor pressure differences of the two sides, and from the Kelvin equation, the vapor pressure differences change linearly with the hydraulic pressures when the hydraulic pressures are not too high.9 Because heat transfer relies on the mass transfers mainly by phase change, the heat fluxes are varied with the mass fluxes. As in our predictions (similar to SI 9), the fluxes are also influenced by the temperatures of the wall, and the low wall temperatures improve the fluxes while the higher temperatures reduce them. For the case with a working pressure of 80 MPa and \( T_1 = 405 \) K, it transfers heat from a low-temperature source to a higher source with a temperature increment of 5 K; heat fluxes of 6.2 \( \pm \) 1.0 kW/cm²; and a COP of approximately 20.2, which is defined as the ratio of heat transferred to the power supplied.

The COP of the system can be estimated by \( \text{COP} = \frac{\rho h_v}{p_w} \), where \( \rho \) is the density of water; \( h_v \) is the ratio of the heat transferred to the mass transferred; \( p_w \) is the working pressure. To get the values of \( h_v \), the relationship between heat fluxes and mass fluxes are shown in Figure 3a. The heat fluxes scale linearly with mass fluxes. But unexpectedly, the ratio is only 1.667 kJ/g, much lower than the standard vaporization enthalpy of water, 2.183 kJ/g at 400 K. (b–d) Views of cluster evaporations, of which copper atoms are hidden (e) Process views of a 10-cluster evaporation. Half of the membrane is hidden to make the processes more clear. Water molecules on the NPG membrane can evaporate as clusters, which should be the reason why the evaporation heats are reduced.

To investigate the mechanism of reduced vaporization enthalpy, we made several investigations and found that the reason should be that water molecules on the NPG membrane can evaporate incompletely in a cluster state, shown in Figure 3b−e. The microstructure of water in liquid and ice are clusters connected by the hydrogen-bonding network, which plays an important role in the dynamics of water, and has received great attention.31−33 The phenomenon of cluster evaporation was first reported by the studies of seawater distillation in hydrogels, which can reduce the heat demand of solar vapor generation.34,35 In this work, we found that cluster evaporation can also happen on the NPG membrane. As shown in Figure 3b−e, water molecules can pass through NPG as clusters containing several molecules, which exhibits the distinctive nanoscale effect of nanoconfined fluids.36,37 The detailed structures of the clusters are shown in SI 4. According to our observation, cluster evaporation can happen at all pressure conditions from 0 to 80 MPa, and a large water cluster is generated more easily in the case with a high working pressure.

As shown in Figure 3e, a typical cluster evaporation consists of 3 steps: (1) water molecules pass through the pore from the liquid region to the upper surface of the NPG membrane; (2)
water molecules form a cluster and stay on the NPG membrane for several picoseconds; (3) the cluster can depart from the membrane and enter to the vapor region with a probability, while clusters are more likely to recede into the bulk liquid (SI 5).

To probe the physical mechanism of the cluster evaporation, we computed the location and potential energy (PE) evolutions of water molecules. Figure 4a shows the results of a water molecule vaporized completely, and Figure 4b presents cluster evaporation. For both cases, the locations of the molecules change gradually from the NPG side to the wall side, and the molecules have experienced stages of liquid, free/cluster, and liquid. The PEs are varied with the molecule states, from low to high when molecules change to free/cluster state, and back to low when they condense. It is noted that the PE of a cluster molecule is much lower than that of a free vapor molecule, meaning that cluster evaporations absorb less heat than complete evaporations.

In addition, Figure 4b shows the PE of a cluster molecule is higher than that of a liquid molecule, which indicates that it is an unstable state for a cluster staying on the NPG membrane (1.05–1.1 ns), and clusters have a tendency to recede to the bulk liquid region (SI 3). The water density distributions in the z-direction are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows that there are small density peaks near 4 Å, induced by the clusters staying on the NPG membrane. Figure 5b clearly shows that the water densities on NPG are promoted significantly by the working pressures, indicating water molecules have more probability to move across NPG membrane and form clusters under a higher pressure. Because the formation of a cluster needs to overcome a PE difference, it is reasonable that a high working pressure can help the process.

In summary, we have studied RTO processes in the NPG membrane regime by classical MD simulations. The RTO system can transfer heat and mass efficiently by driving forces of hydraulic pressure. Superhigh heat fluxes of 6.2 ± 1.0 kW/cm² and COP of 20.2 are achieved with a temperature increment of 5 K. The results show that RTO processes have wide potential implication for heat pumps, and other transfer processes including water desalination, vapor generation, and heat dissipation. The heat and mass fluxes of the RTO system vary linearly with work pressure, and the fluxes are also influenced by the temperature difference. The heat transfer relies on phase changes and the mass transfer, and the heat fluxes are in proportion to the mass fluxes. Water cluster evaporation can happen on an NPG membrane and reduces the vaporization enthalpy of the processes.
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